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Background: During the novel coronavirus pandemic, the prevalence of anxiety and depressive symptoms among adolescents rose 
dramatically to 31% and 34%, respectively. This study aims to elucidate the relationship between perceived disease risk, physical activity, 
and adolescent mental health, questioning whether physical activity maintains its protective role amidst heightened disease risk.
Methods: In a longitudinal study design, questionnaires were administered twice, in December 2022 and January 2023, to a cohort of 
students across five high schools. These questionnaires measured adolescents’ perception of disease risk, their physical activity levels, 
and their mental health status during the pandemic. A total of 344 students participated in this study.
Results: The data revealed significant gender differences in risk perception, with gender difference effects of 0.255 (d=0.416) and 
0.195 (d=0.402) across both indicators, and in mental health, with gender difference effects of 0.159 (d=0.262) and 0.179 (d=0.278). 
Risk perception at Time 1 was found to be a significant predictor of both physical activity and mental health (β values of 0.28 and 0.19, 
P < 0.01, respectively). Physical activity at Time 1 was also a significant predictor of mental health at Time 2 (β = 0.33, P < 0.01). 
Moreover, physical activity mediated the relationship between risk perception and mental health, as suggested by a significant indirect 
effect (mediator effect of 0.012, Z value of 0.112, and a Bootstrap 95% CI excluding 0).
Conclusion: This study underscores a longitudinal relationship between adolescents’ perception of disease risk, physical activity, and 
mental health. It highlights the potential benefits of promoting physical activity awareness among adolescents as a strategy to improve 
mental health outcomes during pandemics.
Keywords: teenagers, risk perception, mental health, physical activity, cross-lagging analysis

Introduction
The impact of the global new coronavirus pandemic (COVID-19) has been imprinted on everyone’s mind. This sudden 
threat of disease, combined with social, economic, and psychological stress, has had a significant impact on the mental 
health of the adolescent population. A complex and subtle relationship between adolescents’ perception of disease risk 
and their psychological health has also arisen.

To clarify the relationship between adolescent risk perception and mental health, it is proposed, based on social risk 
theory, that specific risk factors, such as epidemics, may pose a threat to society or individuals under specific social 
circumstances and conditions. People’s perception of this threat may further affect their mental health. That is, it is shown 
that when the risk of epidemics is evident, adolescents’ perception of risk may increase, which in turn may trigger their 
negative emotions such as anxiety and depression.1 On the other hand, combing through the available relevant studies 
revealed that physical activity is an effective strategy to relieve adolescents’ psychological stress;2 however, in the 
context of an epidemic, adolescents may reduce their participation in outdoor physical activities due to fear of disease 
infection, which may further negatively affect their psychological health. This context therefore emphasizes the need for 
a deeper understanding and study of the relationship between adolescents’ disease risk perceptions and mental health so 
that we can develop more effective strategies to help them cope with the various challenges posed by the epidemic.
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In summary, this study developed a theoretical framework to explore the interaction between adolescents’ perceptions of 
disease risk, physical activity, and mental health. In the theoretical framework, “disease risk perception” is interpreted as 
adolescents’ personal understanding and evaluation of the risk of disease transmission and infection; “physical activity” covers 
the time and frequency of outdoor activities that adolescents devote to each week; and “mental health status” is assessed and 
quantified by using a standardized mental health assessment tool. In other words, we explore the interrelationships between 
adolescents’ personal perceptions of disease risk, their level of physical activity participation, and their mental health status as 
derived from professional tools.

To explore in depth the dynamic relationship between these three factors, a cross-lagged analysis will be used. This is 
a statistical method that has been used to study the causal relationship between two or more time series variables. This method 
reveals how a change in one variable affects a change in another variable after a time delay.3 This method has been widely used in 
various fields such as economics, psychology, and biostatistics. Specifically, we will collect data through a longitudinal design in 
which data on adolescents’ disease risk perceptions, physical activity, and mental health will be collected at multiple time points 
during the epidemic. Cross-lagged analyses will then be used to examine the dynamic relationships between these variables, such 
as how disease risk perceptions affect physical activity and how physical activity affects mental health, or whether there is a time 
delay in these relationships. It is hoped that this study will provide public health policymakers with more targeted strategies to 
maintain the mental health of adolescents and help them navigate safely and healthily through the global pandemic epidemic.

Study Design
Implementation Procedures
Mental health problems among high school-aged adolescents are becoming increasingly prominent in the current social 
environment. In order to better understand and prevent these problems, this study will explore the effects of risk 
perception and physical activity on adolescent mental health. Therefore, we hypothesise that there is an interaction 
between risk perception and physical activity that has a more significant effect on adolescent mental health. Specifically, 
we hypothesised that physical activity would have a more positive impact on mental health for those adolescents with 
lower risk perception, whereas the impact of physical activity on mental health would be less significant for those 
adolescents with higher risk perception. We wished to test this hypothesis through cross-lagged analyses. A random 
sampling method was used to select five high school schools in three regions of China to conduct two questionnaire 
surveys. Survey T1 was conducted in December 2022, 200 questionnaires were distributed in high schools, 32 invalid 
questionnaires were excluded, and 168 valid questionnaires were obtained; survey T2 was a re-survey of the first 
respondents in January 2023, and cross-lagged analyses were used to assess the effects of risk perception (T1) and 
physical activity (T1) on psychological well-being (T2 and T2), as well as the risk perception and physical activity 
interaction effects. This study may contribute to a better understanding and prevention of mental health problems among 
adolescents in high school and provide more targeted strategies for mental health interventions.

Ethical Procedures
All participants (including their parents or guardians, if the subject is under 18 years of age) must sign the informed 
consent form only after clearly understanding the purpose of the study, the methods, the possible risks and benefits, and 
their rights. If subjects choose to withdraw, the investigator should respect their decision. And do everything in their 
power to protect the privacy of participants. Participants’ personal information should be desensitised as far as possible 
and results should be reported anonymously to protect participants’ identity.

Subjects of the Survey
Adolescents are the transitional period when children change their adult roles, and also refers to the human life group 
during the transition from children to adults. Generally speaking, adolescents are divided into two stages: 14–17 years old 
and 18–25 years old, and this study focuses on adolescents aged 14–17 years old.
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Sample Size, Sample Selection and Form of Participation
Two questionnaire surveys were conducted in five high schools in three regions of China through random sampling. 
Survey T1 was conducted in December 2022, 200 questionnaires were distributed in the high schools, 32 invalid 
questionnaires were excluded, and 168 valid questionnaires were obtained; Survey T2 was conducted in January 2023, 
the respondents of Survey T1 were re-surveyed, 200 questionnaires were distributed, 24 invalid questionnaires were 
excluded, and 176 valid questionnaires were obtained. As a final valid sample size, 344 data were used.178 (51.75%) 
male and 166 (48.25%) female students gave informed consent to participate in this study.

Collection Tools
(1) Youth Physical Activity Rating Scale

Based on the questionnaire on physical exercise prepared by the Institute of Sports Science of the State General 
Administration of Sport and the National Physical Fitness Monitoring Centre,4 as well as the measurement indexes of 
exercise behaviour proposed by Qiu Fen et al. On this basis, a questionnaire on physical exercise for adolescent students 
was compiled, with 12 questions, including 3 dimensions of exercise attitude, exercise time and exercise frequency.

(2) Mental Health Scale

The Generalised Anxiety Disorder 7 (GAD-7) is a self-assessment scale for screening anxiety symptoms based on the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th edition (DSM-IV) and Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-V) diagnostic criteria published by the American Psychiatric Association.5 It is 
a valid tool for identifying the likelihood or tendency of Generalised Anxiety Disorder, and has been shown to have good 
reliability and validity in previous studies.

(3) Social Risk Perception Scale

The Perceived Social Risk Scale (PSRS) is a measurement tool developed by Cui Xiaoqian and other scholars, with 
a total of 9 questions, divided into 3 dimensions: severity, susceptibility, and controllability.6 The severity dimension 
aims to assess the individual’s perception of the importance and severity of the consequences of a particular social risk; 
the susceptibility dimension focuses on the individual’s perception of his or her own or the community’s vulnerability or 
susceptibility to a particular social risk; and the controllability dimension evaluates the individual’s perception of the 
controllability and manageability of a social risk. The scale can be widely used in research in the social sciences, 
psychology, and social work to help understand how people perceive and assess potential risks in the social environment, 
as well as their knowledge of and confidence in preventive measures. Previous studies have also shown that the scale has 
good reliability and validity and can effectively measure different aspects of social risk perception.

Data Collection and Transformation
Data Collection
In the study “Cross-lagged Analysis of the Relationship between Risk Perception, Physical Activity, and Mental Health of 
Adolescents in High School”, we first collected data through a questionnaire. Perceived risk was assessed through a series of 
questions or statements that participants rated on a scale that could involve perceptions of uncertainty, fear of negative outcomes, 
etc. The scale consisted of seven items, each symptom of which was rated by the participant. The scale consists of 7 entries, with 
each symptom entry rated on a 4-point scale from 0 to 3, for a total score of 21. According to the scale, the GAD-7 score was 
divided into 4 groups: 0 to 4 as no obvious anxiety symptoms, 5 to 9 as mild anxiety, 10 to 14 as moderate anxiety, and 15 to 21 as 
severe anxiety due. The total scale Cronbach’s alpha was 0.914 (T1) and 0.925 (T2). The split-half reliabilities were 0.922 (T1) 
and 0.941 (T2). The stability coefficient was 0.871 (p<0.01).
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Physical activity, on the other hand, was recorded through a questionnaire that recorded the participants’ attitudes 
towards the physical activities they performed, the duration of each activity, and the frequency of the activities. 
Adolescent mental health was assessed using standardised mental health scales such as the Adolescent Self-Reported 
Mental Health Scale. A 5-point Likert scale was used. The total scale Cronbach’s α was 0.926 (T1) and 0.930 (T2). The 
split-half reliabilities were 0.902 (T1) and 0.911 (T2), and the stability coefficient was 0.835 (P<0.01).

The Perceived Social Risk Scale had a total of 9 questions, containing 3 dimensions of severity, susceptibility, and 
controllability, using a 5-point Likert scale, with the perceived severity, susceptibility, and controllability of risk 
increasing in order from “low (1)” to “high (5)”. Cronbach’s alpha for the total scale was 0.901 (T1) and 0.913 (T2). 
Split-half reliabilities were 0.874 (T1) and 0.908 (T2), with a stability coefficient of 0.866 (p<0.01).

After collecting the data, we performed a series of variable transformations. Risk perception was assessed by 
summing or averaging scores across all items and possibly factor analyses to derive more specific dimensions of risk 
perception. Mental health scores, on the other hand, were derived by summing or averaging the scores of all items on the 
scale, and possibly factor analyses to derive more specific dimensions of mental health. These methods of transformation 
may be adapted according to the actual research question, type of data, and analytical needs.

Data Conversion
Statistical software was used to test the normal distribution of the recovered data, numerical values were used for 
descriptive and statistical purposes, and gender was chosen as the moderator variable. In multi-cluster analysis, various 
parameters need to be restricted to find out the most suitable model, through the comparison of the suitability of six 
models, namely, the preset model, the path coefficient equality model, the covariance equality model, the model 
invariance, and the variance equality model, and finally the measurement error model model was selected as the 
analytical model. Exploratory factor analysis KM0 values of 0.82 (T1) and 0.88 (T2), Bartlett’s test of sphericity, 
approximate X2=409.878, df=5, P<0.01 (T1) and approximate X2=413.617, df=5, P<0.01 (T2) were used to analyse the 
data using AMOS 21.0 with SPSS.

Literature Review and Hypothesis
Risk perception and physical activity are two topics that have received a lot of attention in the field of adolescent mental 
health. Many studies have shown that risk perception plays an important role in adolescent mental health. Risk perception 
theory emphasises that an individual’s perception of risk can significantly influence their behavioural choices and coping 
strategies.7 In the context of adolescents, a high perception of risk may lead to excessive anxiety and stress, which in turn 
affects their mental health status.8

On the other hand, the Health Belief Model asserts that people’s health behaviours (including mental health 
behaviours) are influenced by their perceptions of the threat of illness (both perceptions of the likelihood of illness 
and perceptions of the severity of illness).9 In the context of adolescents, this may manifest itself in perceptions of risky 
behaviours (eg, substance abuse, unprotected sex, etc.), which may influence their mental health. Thus, both theories 
provide a theoretical basis for understanding the role of risk perception in adolescent mental health. High risk perception 
may lead to excessive anxiety and stress, which may negatively affect mental health. At the same time, low risk 
perception may cause adolescents to be too bold and engage in behaviours that may harm their mental and physical 
health. Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses

H1: There is a negative correlation between risk perception and mental health, ie, the higher the risk perception, the 
worse the mental health.

Meanwhile, physical activity has been shown to have a positive impact on improving mental health. The theoretical 
basis for the positive effects of physical activity on mental health is mainly derived from the Biopsychosocial Model and 
Self-Determination Theory. The Biopsychosocial Model emphasises the influence of physiological, psychological and 
social factors on an individual’s health.10 Within the perspective of this model, physical activity is viewed as a powerful 
physiological factor that can lead to increased mental health by improving physical health.11 Physical activity can help 
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reduce stress levels, increase self-efficacy, and improve mood states, all of which contribute to improved mental health. 
Whereas in self-determination theory asserts that an individual’s behavioural choices are influenced by both intrinsic and 
extrinsic motivation.12 In the context of physical activity, an individual’s intrinsic motivations, such as having fun and 
improving skills, can drive their continued participation in exercise, a self-driven activity process that is inherently 
conducive to improved mental health.13 Regular physical activity reduces stress levels, increases self-confidence, 
improves mood, and increases self-efficacy, all of which are positive mental health indicators for adolescents.

Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis

H2: There is a positive correlation between physical activity and mental health, ie the more frequent the physical activity, 
the better the mental health.

The relationship between risk perception and physical activity has been explored in several studies. In particular, high 
perceptions of risk may influence adolescents’ willingness and behaviour to engage in physical activity. This is because 
risk perception may play a key role in the decision to participate in physical activity. For example, if adolescents are 
hypersensitive to the risk of sports injuries, they may become alienated from physical activity.14 In addition, a high level 
of risk perception may lead them to choose safer, less risky activities.15 Therefore, understanding adolescents’ risk 
perception is essential for predicting and explaining their physical activity behaviour. It is also possible that for 
adolescents with higher perceived risk, physical activity may have a greater positive impact on their mental health.

H3: There is a negative correlation between risk perception and physical activity, ie, the higher the risk perception, the 
lower the likelihood that adolescents will be physically active.

H4: Risk perception and physical activity may have an interaction effect on mental health.

In summary, both risk perception and physical activity have important effects on adolescents’ mental health. Research 
can explore how to balance the relationship between risk perception and physical activity to achieve better mental health 
outcomes.

Results
Common Method Bias Test
In order to avoid the bias of the two surveys to the unity dimension, the strength of the procedure and Harman one-way 
test were used to measure the questionnaire form through the questionnaire star for the network distribution and bolding 
in the stem and title. T1 and T2 extracted seven characteristic root factors greater than 1, and the eigenvalues of the 
primary factors were counted as T1=19.323% and T2=21.542%. According to the principle of the common method bias 
test, the primary characteristic explanation rate is less than 40%, which means that the common method bias of the 
survey test can be accepted.

Results of Direct Relationships
Independent samples t-tests were used to examine gender differences in the variables (Table 1), which showed that there 
were stable gender differences in mental health (p<0.001), risk perception (p<0.001), and physical activity (p<0.001) 
over time spans for both T1 and T2, and combined with a comparison of the means in Table 2, it was found that males 
reported higher scores in mental health than females, while females had higher levels of mental health than females in the 
two repetitions of the test risk perception levels were higher for women than for men. The measured gender-specific 
effect sizes were 0.159 (d=0.262) and 0.179 (d=0.278) for the two administrations of the mental health level, and 0.255 
(d=0.416) and 0.195 (d=0.402) for the two administrations of the risk perception level, respectively.

In order to eliminate the interference of factors in demographic variables, partial correlation analyses were conducted 
on the three elements of mental health, physical activity, and risk perception, and gender was added for comparison, in an 
effort to achieve more precise findings (Table 2). The results showed that T1 mental health and T2 mental health 
(r=0.672), T1 physical activity and T2 physical activity (r=0.589), and T1 risk perception and T2 risk perception 
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(r=0.274) were all significantly and positively correlated (P<0.001). In the first survey, T1 mental health, T1 physical 
activity and T1 risk perception were positively correlated (P<0.001), and in the second survey, T2 mental health, T2 
physical activity and T2 risk perception were also positively correlated (P<0.001), which indicated that the recovered 
data were stable and synchronised over the time span.

Results of Mediation and Indirect Relationships
Cross-lagged analysis of risk perception, physical activity and mental health of adolescents, through the pre-correlation 
analysis and bias scores in accordance with the packaged dimensionality reduction technique, the use of AMOS25.0 
statistical software to build data models (Figure 1), in the cluster analysis, it is necessary to limit the various parameters 
to find out the most suitable model, through the pre-determined model, path coefficient equality model, covariance 
equality model, model invariance, and variance-equivalent model six models of fitness comparison, and finally choose 
the measurement error model model as the analysis model. The data fit well to the model, X²/df = 1.713 (P < 0.01); 
absolute fit index RMSEA = 0.082; relative fit index CFI = 0.911, GFI = 0.931, NF1 = 0.935, IF1 = 0.959, and TLI = 
0.956, and the three variables of risk perception T1, physical activity T2, and mental health T2,3 were constructed into 
separate mediation effect models. Variables to construct a separate mediation effect model, using Bootstrap method to 
test the mediation effect of physical activity T2 between risk perception T1 and mental health T2, the root of Bootstrap 
method is to analyse the correlation of a*b. On the one hand, the Sobel test is adopted, in the Sobel test the data 
requirements are high, the sample size needs to be large and conform to normal distribution, so the efficiency of this 
method of testing is low. On the other hand, the original sample sampling test test method. Bootstrap sampling method is 

Table 1 Gender-Independent Sample t-test

Variables HV-Test Levene-Test t-test

F P T df P 95% CI

LLCI ULI

T1 mental health Variance chi-squared 2.593 0.109 4.265 344 0.001** 0.676 0.886

T2 mental health Variance chi-squared 0.422 0.969 2.512 344 0.004** 0.518 0.883

T1 physical activity Variance chi-squared 0.438 0.509 −0.653 344 0.292 −0.348 0.693
T2 physical activity Variance chi-squared 0.231 0.969 −1.056 344 0.515 −0.394 1.130

T1 risk perception Variance chi-squared 0.910 0.341 2.513 344 0.001*** 0.116 0.885

T2 risk perception Variance chi-squared 0.584 0.445 2.868 344 0.001*** 0.355 0.916

Notes: ***P<0.001; **P<0.01.

Table 2 Results of Descriptive Statistics and Partial Correlation Analysis for Each Variable

Variables T1 Mental 
Health

T2 Mental 
Health

T1 Physical 
Activity

T2 Physical 
Activity

T1 Risk 
Perception

T2 Risk 
Perception

T1 mental health 1

T2 mental health 0.672*** 1
T1 physical activity 0.432*** 0.423*** 1

T2 physical activity 0.436*** 0.363*** 0.589*** 1

T1 risk perception 0.552*** 0.332*** 0.214*** 0.374*** 1
T2 risk perception 0.307*** 0.351*** 0.178*** 0.545*** 0.274*** 1

General M±SD 2.812±0.189 1.534±0.165 2.375±0.124 3.684±0.21 3.707±0.119 1.810±0.152
Male M±SD 2.815±0.242 1.548±0.199 2.381±0.150 3.703±0.242 3.694±0.151 1.819±0.191

Female M±SD 2.804±0.291 1.547±0.304 2.363±0.223 3.657±0.403 3.733±0.194 1.891±0.249

Note: ***P<0.001.
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the more mainstream test method due to its high efficiency, and sampling method has no restriction on the mediating 
effect sampling distribution law. Bootstrap sampling method is based on repeated sampling of the original sample, and 
the significance of the coefficients of the mediating effect through the 95% confidence intervals (CI) to test. Hayes (2009) 
suggested that in Bootstrap mediated effects test, the original sample is repeatedly sampled up to 1000 times. If the 
results of Bootstrap mediated effects test indicated that Bootstrap test CI does not contain a value of 0, the indirect effect 
starts to operate (Chen et al, 2013). In this study, the mediation effect test was conducted based on 1000 times of 
sampling of the sample to calculate the mediation effect Bootstrap 95% CI. The point estimate of the direct effect of risk 
perception T1 → physical activity T2 → mental health T2 is 1.010, the mediator effect is 0.012, the Z-value is 0.112, and 
the indirect effect Bootstrap 95% CI generated by this path is not 0 value, which indicates that the mediating effect of 
physical activity is significant between risk perception and mental health.

The results showed that mental health T1 had a statistically significant effect on physical exercise physical exercise 
T2 (β=0.08), physical exercise T1 had a statistically significant effect on mental health health T2 (β=0.33), and risk 
perception T1 had a statistically significant effect on mental health T2 (β=0.28) and physical exercise T2 (β=0.19). The 
effects of mental health T1 (β=−0.01) and physical activity T1 (β=−0.27) on risk perception T2 (p>0.05) were not 
statistically significant.

According to the results of the data study, there are gender differences in risk perception and mental health among 
adolescents. This may indicate a relationship between risk perception and mental health. Especially in the context of 
social diseases, adolescents’ fear of outdoor physical activity may trigger mental health problems. In addition, a positive 
correlation was found between physical activity and mental health, ie, physical activity T1 predicted mental health T2 
(β = 0.33, p < 0.01), supporting the H2 hypothesis that the more frequent the physical activity, the better the mental 
health. However, the higher the adolescents’ risk perception, the lower the likelihood of physical activity, ie, risk 
perception T1 was able to predict physical activity (β = 0.28, P < 0.01), which supported hypothesis H3, ie, the higher the 
risk perception, the lower the likelihood of adolescents’ physical activity. Finally, it was found that risk perception and 
physical activity may have an interaction effect on mental health, ie, the path of risk perception T1→physical activity 
T2→mental health T2 produced a significant indirect effect, indicating that the mediating effect of physical activity 
between risk perception and mental health was significant, which supported hypothesis H4. Meanwhile, the higher the 
risk perception, the worse the mental health, which supports the H1 hypothesis.

Figure 1 Model of cross-lagged effects of risk perception physical activity and mental health in adolescents.
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Discussion
This study explored the relationship between risk perception, physical activity, and mental health among adolescents in 
high school. The results of the study indicated that there was a weak positive correlation between the three. Specifically, 
risk perception T1 predicts physical activity T2 and mental health T2, while physical activity T1 predicts mental health 
T2. This is consistent with the findings of the existing literature that there is a positive correlation between adolescents’ 
levels of risk perception and physical activity and mental health16 At the same time, the results of the analyses indicate 
that female adolescents are higher than male adolescents in risk perception scores, which is also in line with other 
scholars’ research. It has been suggested that this may be due to the fact that males are more likely to engage in physical 
activity, which in turn promotes physical health and mental health.17 There are several potential reasons why female 
adolescents may have stronger risk perceptions than males. One possible explanation is that females tend to have more 
developed empathy, which may lead them to be more aware of potential dangers and risks in their environment. In 
addition, social and cultural factors may play a role, as females are often socialised to be more cautious and aware of 
potential dangers. Research also suggests that girls tend to be exposed to more risk information and receive more safety- 
related messages compared to boys. Males are less worried about viral infections compared to females, females perceive 
a shorter period of time for the disease to end than males, and female adolescents have high risk perceptions of viral 
susceptibility partly because they are dissatisfied with the government’s release of information in real time, the speed of 
emergency preparedness, and the implementation of integrated prevention and control. Therefore, future research could 
explore ways to promote female participation in physical activity to improve their physical and mental health. In 
addition, this study found gender differences in risk perception among adolescents. Specifically, females had higher 
levels of risk perception than males. This is different from the findings of previous studies, and it has been suggested that 
this may be due to the fact that females are more concerned about their safety and risks.18 Psychological problems 
resulting from risk perception in adolescents are closely related to gender as well as the social messages they are 
exposed to.

Regression analyses showed that adolescent risk perception has an impact on mental health, a result that goes in line 
with previous results. The study suggests that those with higher risk perceptions tend to experience more anxiety,19 

depression and stress. Adolescents may be particularly vulnerable to the impact of social illness risk on their mental 
health due to disruptions to their daily lives and social networks, as well as the uncertainty and fear caused by illness. 
Increased risk perception among adolescents can lead to increased anxiety, worry, and fear, which can negatively impact 
their mental health. In addition, adolescents with high risk perceptions may be more likely to adopt maladaptive coping 
strategies, the Mental health exists in the form of a person’s cognitive reappraisal, emotional regulation, and volitional 
shaping processes.20 The analysis of cognitive reappraisal through distraction theory found that attention is the pointing 
and focusing of mental activity on a certain object, which has the characteristics of both pointing and focusing, and when 
an individual points and focuses his or her consciousness on a certain activity, his or her awareness of everything around 
him or her decreases accordingly.21 According to the distraction theory, exercise can divert and disperse an individual’s 
attention from unfavourable stimuli, ignore negative stimuli and focus on positive stimuli, thus achieving the effect of 
mood improvement. From this perspective, the individual’s attentional cognitive resources are limited, and when 
cognitive resources are completely occupied, new stimuli will not be processed.22 When individuals allocate cognitive 
resources to important activities, such as immersing themselves in exercise, negative emotions are excluded from 
attention, and individuals will only experience the positive feelings brought about by exercise. A reappraisal of novel 
cognitions will then occur, thus shifting the focus of attention on the negative event, which is effective in improving 
anxiety and depression in students. Secondly the social interaction theory for emotion regulation found that the inherent 
social relationships prevalent in physical activity,23 as well as the mutual support between individuals involved in 
exercise, play an important role in the effects of exercise on mental health. There is a positive effect of social support on 
mental health.

Using a longitudinal design scheme and a typical quasi-experimental study-cross-lagged analysis, the present study 
explored the intrinsic relationship between adolescent risk perception, physical activity, and psychological well-being at 
the high school level,24 and the conclusions obtained are of some relevance in shedding light on the influence of social 
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factors on the shaping of adolescents’ psychological well-being. Admittedly, this study only covered adolescents at the 
high school level and did not include adolescents at the elementary and middle school levels as a study group. In the 
future, the scope of the study should be expanded to examine the individual differences of adolescents in different stages 
of schooling, in order to grasp the characteristics of adolescents’ mental activities in a comprehensive manner.

Conclusion
The results of this study suggest that there is a longitudinal causal relationship between disease risk perception, physical 
activity and mental health among adolescents. In particular, female adolescents had higher risk perception scores than 
male adolescents, which may be due to the fact that females tend to have more developed empathy, making them more 
aware of potential dangers and risks in their environment. Social and cultural factors may also play a role, as females are 
often socialised to be more cautious and aware of potential dangers. In addition, girls tend to be exposed to more risk 
information and receive more safety-related messages than boys.

However, male adolescents have better physical activity behaviours than females, possibly because physical activity 
helps them cope better with stress and anxiety. Adolescent risk perception has implications for mental health, with those 
with higher risk perception tending to experience more anxiety, depression and stress. Adolescents may be particularly 
vulnerable to the impact of social illness risk on their mental health due to disruptions to their daily lives and social 
networks, as well as the uncertainty and fear caused by illness.

We therefore need to pay more attention to the mental health of adolescents, especially when at risk of illness. We 
need to provide more information and support to help them understand and cope with risk, as well as encourage them to 
engage in physical activity to improve their mental health. These findings are of great value to our understanding of 
adolescent mental health and risk perception, and provide us with possible ways to improve adolescent mental health.
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